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AI Recitation Lecture 2/12-2024
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What do people actually mean by “AI”?
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Large Language Models (Mostly)



Large Language Models
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https://www.langchain.com/ 5

https://www.langchain.com/


https://www.langchain.com/ 6

Search Internet  

https://www.langchain.com/


https://www.langchain.com/ 7

Sending
file Internet  3D 

printer

https://www.langchain.com/


https://www.langchain.com/ 8

Execute 
Code Internet  

Return 
success or 

failure

https://www.langchain.com/


https://github.com/Significant-Gravitas/Auto-GPT 9

https://github.com/Significant-Gravitas/Auto-GPT


https://huggingface.co/spaces/microsoft/HuggingGPT 10

Toolformers

https://huggingface.co/spaces/microsoft/HuggingGPT
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Assistants API

www.platform.openai.com

http://www.platform.openai.com


https://www.langchain.com/ 13

https://www.langchain.com/


Not open source

platform.openai.com

Open-source

https://huggingface.co/mistralai
/Mixtral-8x7B-Instruct-v0.1

Mistral 8x7b GPT-4

https://beta.openai.com
https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mixtral-8x7B-Instruct-v0.1
https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mixtral-8x7B-Instruct-v0.1


https://github.com/cbh123/narrator

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wOEz5xRLaRA&t=20
https://github.com/cbh123/narrator


Hugging Face

https://huggingface.co

If you ever need something that isn’t an LLM

https://huggingface.co/blog/4bit-transformers-bitsandbytes


Lets make each class (almost) obsolete!
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Computer-Aided Design and Manufacturing

● Generate CAD
● Laser cutting/Machining

3D Modeling 

● Text to Mesh

Electronics Design and Programming

● Generate code
● Board Design



Computer-Aided Design 
and Manufacturing 
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Text CAD/CAM/CAE

Code
LLMs 

(ChatGPT..)
DSL, OpenScad, 

pyvista, custom API..

GANS, Transformers..



CAD - using a Domain Specific 
Language (DSL)
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Given a function box(x, y, z, w, h, d) which generates a 3D box of 
dimensions 𝑤 × ℎ × 𝑑 centered at the 3D coordinates (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧), can you write 
a program to produce a simple box of size 100×100×400 utilizing the 
function box - Link for full prompt

using the function box can you generate a table that has four legs and a 
tabletop of size 400×400*100, and add a few accompanying chairs.

https://chat.openai.com/share/dd34d78b-8b52-4431-83d8-fa1da7ed02aa


CAD - OpenJSCAD
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Design a simple cabinet with one 
shelf using openjscad.
 - Link for full prompt

https://chat.openai.com/share/1fc8a8db-8776-4ab5-91fe-7a90c2c8c6fa


CAD - Python’s PyVista
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Use PyVista’s primitives to model several variations of a fish, including specific bio-inspirations such as 
goldfish, a manta ray, and a loach - Link for full prompt

https://chat.openai.com/share/956d2805-d095-47e7-a3b0-b571596c0756


CAD - text-to-cad.zoo.dev

23* https://zoo.dev/text-to-cad

http://text-to-cad.zoo.dev
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CAD - Laser Cutting
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CAD - Laser Cutting

Design a multi-component geometric lamp that demonstrates the precision and intricacy achievable with laser 
cutting. Provide code to visualize the final lamp design using OpenSCAD.
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CAD - CNC
I want to fabricate a table with a cnc machine. I have wood stock with thickness 1.5 cm. Can you provide python 
code to create a svg file to cut the table top with press fit joints, and the legs with corresponding press fit joints.

import svgwrite

# Define the dimensions of the table components
thickness = 1.5  # cm
length = 120  # cm
width = 80  # cm
leg_height = 70  # cm
leg_width = 10  # cm
leg_thickness = 1.5  # cm
slot_width = 2  # cm
slot_length = 5  # cm
slot_depth = 2  # cm

# Create an SVG drawing
dwg = svgwrite.Drawing('table.svg', profile='tiny', size=(f"{length}cm", f"{width}cm"))

# Draw the table top
dwg.add(dwg.rect(insert=(0, 0), size=(f"{length}cm", f"{width}cm"), fill='none', 
stroke=svgwrite.rgb(0, 0, 0, '%'))  # No fill, black stroke

# Draw the legs and corresponding slots
for x in [0, length - leg_width]:
    for y in [0, width - leg_width]:
        # Draw the leg
        dwg.add(dwg.rect(insert=(f"{x}cm", f"{y}cm"), size=(f"{leg_width}cm", f"{leg_height 
}cm"), fill='none', stroke=svgwrite.rgb(0, 0, 0, '%'))  # No fill, black stroke

        # Draw the slot on the table top
        slot_x = x + (leg_width - slot_width) / 2
        slot_y = y + (leg_width - slot_depth) / 2
        dwg.add(dwg.rect(insert=(f"{slot_x}cm", f"{slot_y}cm"), size=(f"{slot_length}cm", 
f"{slot_width}cm"), fill='none', stroke=svgwrite.rgb(0, 0, 0, '%'))  # No fill, black 
stroke

# Save the SVG file

dwg.save()



LLMs and Computer Controlled 
Machining
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[1] Makatura, Liane, et al. "How Can Large Language Models Help Humans in Design and Manufacturing?." arXiv preprint arXiv:2307.14377 (2023).

Select Optimal Manufacturing Process [1]

Detect and Correct Manufacturing Problems [1]



3D Printing
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The object I want to print is a simple solid 3D ball with 
radius of 1. Generate a sample g-code with a simple 
slicing for it in a virtual printer - Prompt Link

● For simplicity's sake, we'll consider:
1. The printer has a 0.4mm nozzle.
2. Layer height is 0.2mm.
3. We're starting from the printer's home position.
4. No temperature settings or bed leveling is included, this is purely the 

movements

; Simplified G-code to print a 1cm sphere 
; WARNING: This is a sample and may not be fit for actual 
printing without adjustments 
G21 ; Set units to millimeters 
G90 ; Absolute positioning 
; Initialize and home 
G28 ; Home all axes 
; Let's assume some simple print starting conditions: 
G92 E0 ; Zero the extruder 
G1 F1400 ; Set feed rate 
; Start the print; this will only draw the base circle for the 
first layer 
G1 Z0.2 ; Move to first layer height 
G1 X0 Y-10 ; Starting point 
G1 E5 ; Prime the extruder

G-code generation is complex and it is heavily dependent on the 
specifics of the 3D printer being used, the material properties, the 
specific layer thickness, the nozzle size, print speed, and more. Hence, 
it’s a process that should be done using a slicing software.

Can you generate G-code to 3d print a gyroid 
that is 5cm by 5cm by 5cm

Solution:
I. Ask ChatGPT to turn the geometry into an intermediate 3D shape 
representation using triangle meshes (using trimesh in python).
II. Translate this intermediate representation into G-Code using 
slic3r (python call) (visualize the output G-Code using Repetier).

Open Mesh Corrected Closed Mesh G-code Generated by Slic3r

https://chat.openai.com/share/6194e3ce-911d-4fe2-9433-1b5768343fde


Computer Controlled Machining - Performance Analysis
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[1] Makatura, Liane, et al. "How Can Large Language Models Help Humans in Design and Manufacturing?." arXiv preprint arXiv:2307.14377 (2023).

Analytical Verification  [1] FEM  [1]



[1] Makatura, Liane, et al. "How Can Large Language Models Help Humans in Design and Manufacturing?." arXiv preprint arXiv:2307.14377 (2023).

CAD - Strengths and Limitations 

Strengths:

● Respects high-level spatial constraints, 
such as a design element’s absolute size or its 
position relative to another element of the 
design.

● Iteration Support
● Parametric design: ability to create 

parameters, bounds and constraints for 
text-based designs and already existing, and 
interpolate and change designs

● Modularity and Hierarchy: works better 
when submodules are formed first.
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Limitations:

● Lack of spatial awareness created difficulties with 
constraint handling

○ Fails to respect “non-overlapping” 
constraints, but it generally responds well to 
the instruction that some element should be 
“in contact with (but not protruding into)” 
another element

● Problem with Scalability: 
○ Short attention span
○ Success seems to decline as the number of 

simultaneous requests increases (it is best to 
issue 1-2 constraints or correct 1-2 issues)

● Inability to verify its own output



3D Scanning & Modeling
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The (tough) old way
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Dreamfields
(May 2022)
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CLIP → NeRF

github.com/shengyu-meng/dreamfields-3D

http://github.com/shengyu-meng/dreamfields-3D


Dreamfusion 
(Sept 2022)
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Stable Dreamfusion Code

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1MXT3yfOFvO0ooKEfiUUvTKwUkrrlCHpF?usp=sharing


Magic3D (Nov 2022)
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Images to 3D model Text to 3D model

“Teapot 
made 
out of 
leaves”
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https://github.com/nerfstudio-project/nerfstudio

https://github.com/nerfstudio-project/nerfstudio
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https://github.com/threestudio-project/threestudio

https://github.com/threestudio-project/threestudio


Week 2: 3D modeling
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Let’s give it a go

https://github.com/valleballe/depthfusion/

https://lumalabs.ai/genie

https://github.com/valleballe/depthfusion/
https://lumalabs.ai/genie?view=create
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“Salt shaker in the shape of an Axolotl”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4NFhsXEmt8
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“Teapot made out of leaves”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9H32EaQCETg


Try it yourself:
https://github.com/valleballe/depthfusion/
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https://github.com/valleballe/depthfusion/


Electronics Design
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?
?
?

1. Specifications 2. Schematics 3. Programming



1. Specifications
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What is the worst part of electronics design?
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ESP32-WROOM

ESP32 is typing…

PDFs

1. Specifications

https://chatpdf.com

https://chatpdf.com
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2. Schematics
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3. Embedded Programming
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But if LLMs can do all of these steps, then why don’t 
we just put it all up into one package?

https://github.com/valleballe/BoardDesignerGPT/

https://github.com/valleballe/BoardDesignerGPT/tree/main
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https://github.com/valleballe/BoardDesignerGPT/

https://github.com/valleballe/BoardDesignerGPT/tree/main
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VuxMXM0HmQ


Examples of cool things 
people have made



Be My Eyes
Support for vision impaired

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DaKb2L8Xqkw


RizzGPT
Suggests you what to say

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1lCEhXQm46UdwcSYKIzaVzylVOVLSkFUd/preview


Can an AI Student (Almost) Make Things?
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LLMs make it easier to write code / produce artifacts,
but it is up to humans to exhibit creativity and 

judgment.
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rzDzDohcroqMBZIcBOsGQ5qxUoN1Z3uC/preview


htmaaland.web.app
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https://htmaaland.web.app/


Limitations / Ethics
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“Salmon swimming in the river”
63
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LLMs make it easier to write code / produce artifacts,
but it is up to humans to exhibit creativity and 

judgment.
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